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Introduction {#sec001}
============

In eukaryotic genomes several long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are associated with chromatin and involved in gene expression regulation, but the mechanisms involved are largely unknown. In both mammals and fruit flies, they are required to specifically identify and mark X-chromosomes for dosage compensation, a mechanism that helps maintain balanced expression of the genome. The evolution of sex-chromosomes, for example the X and Y chromosome pairs found in mammals and flies, leads to between-gender differences in gene dosage. Although some genes located on the X-chromosome are expressed in a sex-specific mode, equal expression of most of the genes in males and females is required \[[@pgen.1007842.ref001], [@pgen.1007842.ref002]\]. Thus, gradual degeneration of the proto-Y chromosome causes an increasing requirement to equalize gene expression between a single X in males and two X-chromosomes in females. X-chromosome expression must also be balanced with expression of the two sets of autosomal chromosomes. Several fundamentally different mechanisms that solve the gene dosage problem and provide such balance have evolved \[[@pgen.1007842.ref001]--[@pgen.1007842.ref004]\]. In mammals, one of the pair of X-chromosomes in females is largely silenced through random X-chromosome inactivation, a mechanism that involves at least three lncRNAs \[[@pgen.1007842.ref005], [@pgen.1007842.ref006]\]. One, the long noncoding *Xist* RNA, plays a key role in marking one of the X-chromosomes and recruiting Polycomb repressive complex 2, thereby mediating its inactivation by histone H3 lysine 27 methylation \[[@pgen.1007842.ref007]\].

In fruit flies, the gene dosage problem has been solved in an apparently opposite way, as X-chromosomal gene expression is increased by approximately a factor of two in males \[[@pgen.1007842.ref002], [@pgen.1007842.ref003]\]. This increase is mediated by a combination of general buffering effects that act on all monosomic regions \[[@pgen.1007842.ref008]--[@pgen.1007842.ref010]\] and the specific targeting and stimulation of the male X-chromosome by the male-specific lethal (MSL) complex. The MSL complex consists of at least five protein components (MSL1, MSL2, MSL3, MLE, and MOF) and two lncRNAs, *roX1* and *roX2* \[[@pgen.1007842.ref003], [@pgen.1007842.ref011], [@pgen.1007842.ref012]\]. Although the mammalian and fly compensatory systems respectively inactivate and activate chromosomes in members of different sexes, both rely on lncRNA for correct targeting. Results of UV-mediated crosslinking analyses suggest that only one species of *roX* is present per MSL complex in *Drosophila* \[[@pgen.1007842.ref013]\]. Furthermore, inclusion of a *roX* species is essential for maintaining correct targeting of the MSL complex to the X-chromosome \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014]\]. Upregulation of the male X-chromosome is considered to be partly due to enrichment of histone 4 lysine 16 acetylation (H4K16ac), mediated by the acetyltransferase MOF. The increased expression of X-linked genes in male flies is generally accepted, but the mechanisms involved have not been elucidated. Proposed mechanisms, which are hotly debated \[[@pgen.1007842.ref015]--[@pgen.1007842.ref017]\], include increased transcriptional initiation \[[@pgen.1007842.ref018], [@pgen.1007842.ref019]\], increased elongation \[[@pgen.1007842.ref020], [@pgen.1007842.ref021]\] or an inverse dosage effect \[[@pgen.1007842.ref022]\].

The *roX1* and *roX2* RNAs differ in sequence and size (3.7 kb versus 0.6 kb) but can still individually support assembly of a functional MSL complex. In an early study of *roX1* and *roX2*, a short homologous stretch was detected \[[@pgen.1007842.ref023]\], which subsequently led to the definition of conserved regions shared by the two RNAs named roX-boxes, located in their 3' ends \[[@pgen.1007842.ref024]--[@pgen.1007842.ref026]\]. Confirmatory genetic studies have shown that expression of six tandem repeats of a 72-bp stem loop region from *roX2* is sufficient for mediation of the MSL complex's X-chromosome binding and initiation of H4-Lys16 acetylation in the absence of endogenous *roX* RNA \[[@pgen.1007842.ref024]\].

The *roX* RNAs are not maternally deposited and transcription of *roX1* is initiated in both male and female embryos at the beginning of the blastoderm stage \[[@pgen.1007842.ref027]\]. Females subsequently lose *roX1* expression and a few hours after *roX1* is first detected *roX2* appears, but only in males \[[@pgen.1007842.ref028]\].

Despite differences in size, sequence and initial expression, the two *roX* RNAs are functionally redundant in the sense that mutations of either *roX1* or *roX2* alone do not affect male viability and they both co-localize with the MSL complex along the male X-chromosome \[[@pgen.1007842.ref023], [@pgen.1007842.ref027]\]. In contrast, double (*roX1 roX2*) mutations, which cause a systematic redistribution of the MSL complex, are lethal for most males \[[@pgen.1007842.ref029]--[@pgen.1007842.ref032]\]. It should be noted that in *roX1 roX2* mutant the reduction in MSL complex abundance on the male X-chromosome is dramatic; more pronounced than the reductions observed in *mle* or *mof* mutants \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014]\]. Nevertheless, some *roX1 roX2* mutant males may survive, while *mle*, *msl1*, *msl2*, *msl3* or *mof* loss-of-function mutations are completely male-lethal \[[@pgen.1007842.ref029]--[@pgen.1007842.ref031]\]. Whether other RNA species can fulfill the role of *roX* RNAs in these instances or the MSL complex can function without RNA species remains to be clarified. Furthermore, the degree of lethality in *roX1 roX2* mutant is highly sensitive to several modifying factors, such as expression levels of MSL1 and MSL2 \[[@pgen.1007842.ref033]\], expression of hairpin RNAs \[[@pgen.1007842.ref034], [@pgen.1007842.ref035]\], presence and parental source of the Y-chromosome \[[@pgen.1007842.ref031]\], and a functional siRNA pathway \[[@pgen.1007842.ref036]\]. The observations that *roX1 roX2* mutations are not completely lethal and there are several modifying factors suggest an additional layer of redundancy in the role of lncRNAs in chromosome-specific targeting.

To further our understanding of the role of lncRNAs (particularly specific roles and redundancies of *roX1* and *roX2*) in chromosome-specific regulation we here provide a comprehensive expression analysis of *roX1*, *roX2* and *roX1 roX2* mutants to explore the redundancy as well as the differences between the two lncRNA species. We show that *roX1* and *roX2* have partly separable functions in dosage compensation. In larvae, *roX1* is the most abundant variant and the only variant present in the MSL complex when the complex is transmitted (physically associated with the X-chromosome) in mitosis. Loss of *roX1* results in reduced expression of the genes on the X-chromosome, while loss of *roX2* leads to MSL-independent upregulation of genes with male-biased testis-specific transcription. In *roX1 roX2* mutant, gene expression is strongly reduced in a manner that is not related to proximity to high-affinity sites.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Expression of *roX1* and *roX2* is differentially regulated throughout the cell cycle {#sec003}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Initial evidence on localization of *roX* RNAs originates from immunostaining experiments on polytene chromosomes. Indeed, both *roX1* and *roX2* are expressed in salivary gland cells and co-localize on polytene chromosomes close to perfectly ([Fig 1A](#pgen.1007842.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the intensities of *roX1* and *roX2* RNA *in situ* hybridization signals correlate closely, and the localization patterns along the X-chromosome are nearly identical, except at cytological band 10C, where the *roX2* signal is notably stronger than the *roX1* signal. As cytological band 10C is the location of the *roX2* gene, this implies that *roX2* is favored in MSL complexes targeting the *roX2* region rather than *roX1*. At the onset of dosage compensation in the early male embryo, expression of *roX* is differentially regulated \[[@pgen.1007842.ref027], [@pgen.1007842.ref028]\]. A burst of *roX1* transcription in the blastoderm stage is the initial step preceding assembly of the MSL complex. This occurs independently of *roX2* expression, which does not begin until 2 h after the MSL complex is first detectable on the X-chromosome. In Schneider 2 cells, *roX2* is expressed more strongly than *roX1* and is detectable by FISH in 95% of them, while *roX1* signals, although bright, are visible only in a small fraction of the cells \[[@pgen.1007842.ref037]\]. We therefore asked whether *roX1* and *roX2* are expressed in different Schneider 2 cells. Simultaneous detection of both *roX* RNAs showed that the rare cells that express *roX1* also express *roX2* ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1007842.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, in contrast to salivary glands and embryos, only a small fraction of S2 cells express both *roX* RNAs and all those expressing *roX2* also express *roX1*.

![Targeting of *roX1* and *roX2* RNAs in indicated cell types.\
Results of RNA *in situ* hybridization with antisense probes against *roX1* (yellow) and *roX2* (green), with DAPI staining of DNA (blue). **(A)** *roX1* and *roX2* RNA target and colocalize on the X-chromosome in male 3^rd^ instar larvae salivary glands. The genomic loci of *roX1* (arrowhead) and *roX2* (arrow) are indicated. **(B)** *roX2* is the dominating *roX* species in S2 cells. The few cells with localized *roX1* domains (arrowheads) also show *roX2* targeting. **(C, D)** On metaphase chromosomes *roX1* but not *roX2* targets the distal part of the X-chromosome, in male 3^rd^ instar larvae neuroblasts **(C)** and in male 6 hour embryos **(D)**. Examples of interphase nuclei with colocalized *roX1* and *roX2* are indicated with arrowheads and the metaphase X-chromosome decorated by *roX1* is indicated by asterisks. More than 12 brain preparations and \>9 embryos were examined. *roX1* was detected on the distal part of the X-chromosome in \>70% of metaphase nuclei in both cases.](pgen.1007842.g001){#pgen.1007842.g001}

To investigate *roX* localization and targeting in cells undergoing mitosis we subjected neuroblasts of male larvae and 5--6 h embryos to RNA *in situ* hybridization analysis. While both *roX1* and *roX2* were clearly visualized in the "X-territory" in most interphase cells, only *roX1* signals were detected on the distal part of the metaphase X-chromosome ([Fig 1C and 1D](#pgen.1007842.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [S1A Fig](#pgen.1007842.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also observed targeting of MLE to the distal part of the mitotic chromosome ([S1A Fig](#pgen.1007842.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and such targeting by MSL2 and MSL3 has been previously shown \[[@pgen.1007842.ref038], [@pgen.1007842.ref039]\]. We conclude that expression and/or targeting of *roX* RNAs is differentially regulated depending on the cell type and cell cycle stage, and *roX1* RNA is the dominant *roX* RNA bound to the X-chromosome as part of MSL complexes during mitosis.

Generation of new *roX2* mutant alleles {#sec004}
---------------------------------------

The *roX2* mutant allele *Df(1)52*, the most commonly used *roX2* loss-of-function allele, carries a deletion spanning a gene-dense region, including *roX2* \[[@pgen.1007842.ref030]\]. Removal of this region is lethal, so it is compensated with a rescuing cosmid, frequently *P{w*^*+*^ *4Δ4*.*3}*. Nevertheless, *roX2* is not the only gene affected by the widely used combination *Df(1)52 P{w*^*+*^ *4Δ4*.*3}*, and genes carrying it differ considerably in genetic background from *roX1* and wild type flies. In a previous microarray analysis, potential background problems were solved by comparing *roX1 roX2* mutant flies with *roX2* flies as controls \[[@pgen.1007842.ref040]\]. Here, to analyze differences in expression profiles of single (*roX1* and *roX2*) mutants and double (*roX1 roX2*) *roX* mutants we decided to create a deletion mutant of *roX2* without affecting adjacent genes. Such a mutant would permit analysis of single and double mutants using a *roX1*^*+*^ *roX2*^*+*^ strain as a control and facilitate various other genetic analyses. To create the desired mutant allele, we used the CRISPR-Cas9 technique to induce two double-strand breaks simultaneously in the *roX2* locus and recovered four *roX2* deletion mutant strains ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1007842.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Fig](#pgen.1007842.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All deletions in these mutants span the longest exon of *roX2*, including two conserved roX-boxes. As expected, all four mutant strains were viable and fertile. Further analysis was performed with the *roX2*^*9-4*^ allele, hereafter designated as the *roX2* mutant. This deletion does not uncover the intergenic regions flanking *roX2* and therefore it is less likely to affect the flanking genes *nod* and *CG11650*. The breakpoints are located almost precisely at the sites of double-strand breaks, deleting the region from 7 bp upstream of the annotated transcription start site to 60 bp upstream of the annotated gene end. RNA *in situ* hybridization confirmed the absence of *roX2* RNA in salivary glands ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1007842.g002){ref-type="fig"}), while the *roX1* signal intensity and binding pattern were apparently unchanged in the *roX2* mutant. In larval brain of *roX1* mutants the *roX2* RNA was still observed in the X-territory of interphase cells, however it was not detected on the metaphase X-chromosome ([S1B Fig](#pgen.1007842.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We recombined the newly made *roX2*^*9-4*^ allele with the *roX1*^*ex6*^ mutant allele \[[@pgen.1007842.ref030]\] to obtain the *roX1*^*ex6*^ *roX2*^*9-4*^ double mutant flies, hereafter *roX1 roX2* mutant. As observed with other mutant alleles, removal of both *roX* RNAs resulted in high male-specific lethality beginning at the third instar larvae stage and continuing through pupal development, although a small number of adult males hatched.

![Novel deletion mutants of the *roX2* gene.\
**(A)** Map of *roX2* genomic locus and the extent of the novel CRISPR/Cas9 generated deletions. **(B)** Results of RNA *in situ* hybridization with antisense probes against *roX1* (yellow) and *roX2* (green) in salivary gland cells of the *roX2*^*9-4*^ strain. The genomic loci of *roX1* (arrowhead) and *roX2* (arrow) are indicated. **(C)** Average expression of *roX1* and *roX2* RNAs analyzed by high-throughput transcriptome sequencing. The X-axis shows transcripts per kilobase per million. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The number of biological replicates are n = 3 (wildtype), 3 (*roX1*), 4 (*roX2*) and 3 (*roX1 roX2*). Statistical significance was determined by Student's t-test.](pgen.1007842.g002){#pgen.1007842.g002}

Chromosome-specific effects in *roX* mutants {#sec005}
--------------------------------------------

The next experiments were designed to investigate the specific roles (if any) of the *roX* RNA species in dosage compensation and assess potential additional functions in regulation of gene expression. For this, we sequenced (using an Illumina platform) polyadenylated RNA from wildtype, *roX1* mutant, *roX2* mutant and *roX1 roX2* mutant 1^st^ instar male larvae. This developmental stage was chosen to minimize indirect effects of dosage compensation failure in the *roX1 roX2* mutant, as *roX1*^*ex6*^ *roX2*^*9-4*^ 1^st^ instar larvae are healthier than those of later stages. The four genotypes compared are not isogenic, however, the outcrosses as described in Material and methods ensure that the entire autosomal complement is heterozygous in all genotypes and half of it will have identical origin. Still, we cannot fully exclude that remaining differences in genetic background could be a contributing factor to the observed changes in expression for some genes.

In wildtype larvae, *roX1* RNA was approximately ten times more abundant than in *roX2* mutant larvae ([Fig 2C](#pgen.1007842.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, we observed increases in abundance of both *roX* RNAs in response to absence of the other, but not establishment of wildtype *roX* levels, in the single mutants. More specifically, we recorded 89% reductions in *roX* RNA levels in the *roX1* mutant, while removal of *roX2* RNA (which normally constitutes only 7% of the total *roX* RNA complement) resulted in a 45% increase in *roX1* RNA abundance on average. Therefore, the single mutants differ considerably in levels of *roX* RNA. Moreover, although viability and fitness are not affected in either of the single mutants, the efficiency of dosage compensation is significantly compromised in the *roX1* mutant. The average log2 expression ratio of the X-chromosome in this mutant was -0.13, corresponding to an 8.6% reduction in average expression of X-chromosome genes relative to genes on the four major autosomes. In the *roX2* mutant, the average expression ratio for X-chromosome genes was lower than that of autosomal genes, but density distributions for X and autosomal expression ratios were very similar ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pgen.1007842.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S3 Fig](#pgen.1007842.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A Mann-Whitney U-test confirmed that the two populations cannot be differentiated in terms of these expression parameters, so global X-chromosome transcription is not significantly affected in the *roX2* mutant. In conclusion, the *roX2* mutant shows no lack of compensation and has *roX* levels comparable or even higher than wildtype. Thus, it is not clear whether the total amount of *roX* or the type of *roX* is responsible for the observed reduction in average expression of X-chromosome genes in the *roX1* mutant. The results also implies that the observed increase in levels of *roX1* RNA in the *roX2* mutant ([Fig 2C](#pgen.1007842.g002){ref-type="fig"}) does not lead to hyper-activation of the X-chromosome but is enough to maintain proper X-chromosome expression.

![*roX* RNAs are required for proper transcription of genes on the 4^th^ and X-chromosomes.\
**(A)** Boxplots representing distributions of expression ratios for individual chromosome arms and chromosomes 2 and 3 combined (light grey A). The grey dots represent means of the samples. **(B)** Density plots of expression ratios for the X chromosome (black) and chromosomes 2 and 3 combined (grey). The vertical bar indicates the 0.](pgen.1007842.g003){#pgen.1007842.g003}

We and others have previously shown that in absence of *roX* RNAs, the MSL-complex become less abundant on the X-chromosome and relocated to heterochromatic regions including the 4^th^ chromosome \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014], [@pgen.1007842.ref030], [@pgen.1007842.ref037], [@pgen.1007842.ref040]\]. In fact, the fourth chromosome is related to the X-chromosome and evolutionary studies have shown that the 4^th^ chromosome was ancestrally an X-chromosome that reverted to an autosome \[[@pgen.1007842.ref041], [@pgen.1007842.ref042]\]. Importantly, upon analysis of the 4^th^ chromosome we detected weak but significant downregulation of genes on the fourth chromosome as a specific consequence of *roX2* deletion ([Fig 3A](#pgen.1007842.g003){ref-type="fig"}), but not the previously reported downregulation of the fourth chromosome in the *roX1 roX2* mutant flies \[[@pgen.1007842.ref043]\].

As expected, strong downregulation of X-linked genes occurred in the *roX1 roX2* mutant ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1007842.g003){ref-type="fig"}). However, it was more severe (a 33% reduction relative to wildtype levels) than previously reported in microarray studies \[[@pgen.1007842.ref040]\], and following RNAi depletion of MSL proteins \[[@pgen.1007842.ref009], [@pgen.1007842.ref043]--[@pgen.1007842.ref045]\]. The distribution plot shows that the vast majority of genes were downregulated in the *roX1 roX2* mutant and the entire distribution of X-chromosomal gene expression was shifted approximately -0.56 on log2 scale relative to the expression of genes on the four major autosomal arms.

Dosage compensation of genes in *roX* mutants depends on their location {#sec006}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The expression ratios of X-linked genes varied widely, especially in the *roX1 roX2* mutant ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1007842.g003){ref-type="fig"}). It has been proposed that MSL complexes are assembled at the sites of *roX* RNA transcription, then spread to the neighboring chromatin in *cis* direction, as well as diffusely, gradually binding to more distant loci. In addition, our *in situ* hybridization results indicate enrichment of *roX2* RNA at cytological region 10C. We therefore tested if dosage compensation has a distinct spatial pattern along the X-chromosome. We observed some clustering of genes related to sensitivity to *roX1* or *roX2* RNAs, but it appeared to be randomly distributed spatially, except for a gradual decrease in expression of genes in the proximal X-chromosome region in the *roX1* mutant, and the 10C region in the *roX2* mutant ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1007842.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Genes far from high-affinity sites require both *roX* RNAs for proper expression.\
**(A)** Expression ratio distribution along the X-chromosome, divided into 50 bins of equal length. Genes were assigned to bins according to coordinates of their centers. The grey bars indicate bins containing *roX1* and *roX2* genes. **(B)** Expression ratios of all X chromosomal genes plotted against distance to high-affinity sites split into bins with equal number of genes. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.](pgen.1007842.g004){#pgen.1007842.g004}

A number of studies have estimated that the MSL complex binds specifically to roughly 250 chromatin entry sites, high-affinity sites (HAS) or Pion-X sites. Since *roX* RNAs are important for the spreading of the MSL complex from these high-affinity sites we asked whether the extent of genes' differential expression in *roX* mutants correlates with their distances from these sites. Dot plots of genes' expression ratios against their distances from HAS or Pion-X sites showed weak trends, but were difficult to interpret due to high variation ([S4 Fig](#pgen.1007842.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, for more informative visualization we grouped the genes into bins with increasing distance from HAS ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1007842.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In *roX1* mutant, the average expression ratio was not significantly affected by the distance from HAS. This was also true for genes located within approximately 30 kb from HAS in *roX2* and *roX1 roX2* mutant. However, more remote genes had higher average expression ratios in *roX2* and *roX1 roX2* mutant, and thus are less suppressed in the double mutant and even upregulated in the *roX2* mutant. On polytene chromosomes in the *roX1 roX2* mutant we still observed MSL targeting on the X-chromosome, but only at HAS \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014]\]. This might suggest that genes close to HAS would retain dosage compensation function also in the absence of *roX* RNAs. On the contrary, our results show that genes within approximately 30 kb from HAS are strongly and equally affected while genes more distal to HAS are less sensitive to the absence of *roX* and absence of bound MSL complex.

The *roX* sensitivity of genes depends on the MSL complex binding strength {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked if the *roX*-dependent dosage compensation depends on the binding strength of the MSL complex, using publicly available chromatin immunoprecipitation data on MSL1, MOF and MSL3 \[[@pgen.1007842.ref046]\] to correlate with our differential expression data ([Fig 5A--5C](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S5 Fig](#pgen.1007842.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All X-chromosome genes were ranked in order of increasing MSL complex enrichment and divided into five bins with equal numbers of genes. Thus, bin 1 included unbound and weakly bound genes, while bin 5 included genes highly enriched in MSL proteins. We found that genes in bins 1 and 2 responded more variably to removal of either or both *roX* RNAs, a pattern that is probably related to their low expression levels ([Fig 5H](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In the single *roX* mutants, expression ratios did not correlate with enrichment of MSL proteins ([Fig 5A and 5B](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S5A](#pgen.1007842.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5B](#pgen.1007842.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5D and S5E Fig](#pgen.1007842.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that MSL complex-regulated genes uniformly respond to the absence of one *roX* RNA, regardless of the enrichment levels in wildtype flies. Strikingly, strong and significant upregulation of genes classified as non- or weakly MSL complex-binding was detected in the *roX2* mutant, similarly to genes located far from HAS ([Fig 5B](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S5B and S5E Fig](#pgen.1007842.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In *roX1 roX2* mutant, these weakly MSL complex-binding genes are still suppressed, but much less than strongly binding genes. Since the MSL complex is still enriched at HAS in the absence of *roX* it is surprising that dosage compensation by *roX* RNA-free MSL complexes has low efficiency even for genes with the highest MSL enrichment. The genes highly enriched in MSL1 and MSL3 (bin 5) were slightly less down-regulated, but this trend was not seen with MOF enrichment bins ([S5F Fig](#pgen.1007842.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Highly-expressed genes require high MSL complex levels for proper expression.\
**(A-C)** Average expression ratios of X chromosomal genes grouped in equal sized bins based on their MSL1 binding strength (1 lowest to 5 highest); **(A)** *roX1* --WT, **(B)** *roX2* --WT, **(C)** *rox1 roX2*---WT. **(D-F)** Average expression ratios plotted against binned expression values. The error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals; **(D)** *roX1* --WT, **(E)** *roX2* --WT, **(F)** *roX1 roX2*---WT. **(G)** Numbers of genes located within 2, 5 and 10 kb of HAS (three grey bars) and genes overlapping with MSL1 peaks in the *roX1 roX2* mutant (black bar), plotted for wild type MSL1-binding bins. The dashed line at the top represents the total number of genes in each MSL binding bin (n = 328). **(H)** Boxplots showing the distribution of expression in the five MSL1 binding bins.](pgen.1007842.g005){#pgen.1007842.g005}

Since genes with low MSL complex-binding levels are less suppressed than others in the *roX1 roX2* mutant, and upregulated in the *roX2* mutant, we asked whether dosage compensation in the absence of *roX* depends on genes' expression level. For this, we divided the X-chromosome genes into 12 equally sized bins according to their expression levels. In accordance with observations regarding genes that weakly bind the MSL complex, we observed upregulation of weakly expressed genes in the *roX2* mutant and less pronounced reduction in their expression in the *roX1 roX2* mutant ([Fig 5D--5F](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

High-affinity sites are defined as those that retain incomplete MSL complexes in *msl3*, *mle* or *mof* mutants \[[@pgen.1007842.ref045], [@pgen.1007842.ref047]--[@pgen.1007842.ref051]\], and it has been suggested that MSL complex-binding is directed by hierarchical affinities of target sites \[[@pgen.1007842.ref049], [@pgen.1007842.ref050]\]. In the *roX1 roX2* mutant we observed more pronounced reductions in MSL complex abundance on the male X-chromosome than those reported in *msl3*, *mle* or *mof* mutants, but the remaining MSL targets in the *roX1 roX2* mutant were highly reminiscent of those described in *msl3*, *mle* and *mof* mutants \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014], [@pgen.1007842.ref030]\]. We observed reduced expression of strongly MSL-binding genes in the *roX1 roX2* mutant, which is intriguing as these genes are assumed to retain the MSL complex \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014]\]. Thus, to test the suggestion, we explored correlations between the MSL binding bins and 263 high affinity sites defined by targeting in *mle*, *mof* or *msl3* mutants, or following their depletion \[[@pgen.1007842.ref045], [@pgen.1007842.ref051], [@pgen.1007842.ref052]\]. In parallel we analyzed the 208 peaks we previously identified in the absence of *roX1 roX2* \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014]\]. The previously defined 208 peaks in the *roX1 roX2* mutant overlap 405 genes on the X-chromosome, 309 of which are among the 328 genes in bin 5 ([Fig 5G](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that the 208 MSL peaks defined in the *roX1 roX2* mutant correspond more strongly with genes in the highest MSL binding class than the previously defined HAS do ([Fig 5G](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Intriguingly, expression of X chromosomal genes also correlates with MSL1 binding enrichment ([Fig 5H](#pgen.1007842.g005){ref-type="fig"}), and thus overlap with HAS. This suggests that the distribution of MRE motifs and consequently MSL complex-binding is governed by gene expression in a manner that promotes adequate dosage compensation in males.

*roX* sensitivity and replication timing {#sec008}
----------------------------------------

In higher eukaryotes replication timing is connected to the chromatin landscape and transcriptional control \[[@pgen.1007842.ref053]\]. Generally, early replicating regions are associated with active transcription \[[@pgen.1007842.ref054]--[@pgen.1007842.ref056]\] whereas late replicating regions are associated with inactive regions and heterochromatin \[[@pgen.1007842.ref057]\]. Genome-wide studies on cultured *Drosophila* cells have revealed dependency of male-specific early replication of the X-chromosome on the MSL complex \[[@pgen.1007842.ref056], [@pgen.1007842.ref058]\]. We therefore asked whether X-chromosomal or genome-wide sensitivity to a specific *roX* mutant condition correlate with replication timing. Using available data on replication timing from analyses of S2 and DmBG3 (male) and Kc167 (female) cells \[[@pgen.1007842.ref058]\] we classified the genes as early or late replicating. Based on our RNA-seq data we then calculated expression ratios for genes grouped by their chromosome location (autosomal or X-chromosomal) and their replication timing as determined in the three cell types. Conceivably, early and late X chromosomal replication domains (determined from analyses of S2 and DmBG3 male cell cultures) are respectively associated with genes bound and unbound by the MSL complex, and thus are affected in similar manners by *roX* mutations ([Fig 6](#pgen.1007842.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S6 Fig](#pgen.1007842.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In female Kc167 cells the relation between sensitivity to *roX* and replication timing is generally similar to that observed in male cell cultures. However, in Kc167 cells the X-chromosome has a slightly different pattern of replication domains, which shifts the average expression ratio ([Fig 6](#pgen.1007842.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S6 Fig](#pgen.1007842.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In particular, the distribution of distinctively upregulated X chromosomal genes in the *roX2* mutant only corresponds with the distribution of late-replication regions in male cells. Notably, in larval neuroblasts and embryonic cells ([Fig 1C and 1D](#pgen.1007842.g001){ref-type="fig"}), we only detected *roX1* RNA (no *roX2* RNA) on mitotic X-chromosomes, suggesting that *roX1*-containing MSL complexes mediate dosage compensation in the G1 phase, when replication timing is established \[[@pgen.1007842.ref059]\]. It is tempting to speculate that selective transmission of *roX1*-containing MSL complexes through mitosis enables the cells to quickly and efficiently establish the correct chromatin state and hence maintain correct replication timing.

![Differential effects of *roX* mutations on early and late replicating genes.\
Average expression ratios of X chromosomal (X) and autosomal (A) genes in; **(A)** *roX1* --WT, **(B)** *roX2* --WT, **(C)** *roX1 roX2*---WT. The genes are grouped by their replication time in S2 cultured cells and the expression ratios are calculated from the RNA-seq analysis on first instar larvae. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.](pgen.1007842.g006){#pgen.1007842.g006}

Testis-biased genes are derepressed in *roX2* mutant {#sec009}
----------------------------------------------------

Transcription upregulation of the X-chromosome in the *roX2* mutant is associated with genes classified as having low expression levels, late replication and weak MSL complex-binding. We asked if this observed upregulation is caused by mis-targeting of MSL complexes associated with excess of *roX1*, *i*.*e*., if the upregulated genes are enriched in MSL complexes due to increases in *roX1* levels and/or loss of *roX2*. To test this possibility, we assessed relative enrichments of MSL1 and H4K16ac on the upregulated genes by ChIP-qPCR analyses. In the *roX2* mutant, none of the eight genes we tested became targeted by MSL1 or enriched in H4K16ac at a comparable level to known MSL target genes ([S7 Fig](#pgen.1007842.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, enrichment levels were similar to those detected on the autosomal control genes *RpS3* and *RpL32*. We therefore conclude that stimulation of weakly expressed X chromosomal genes in the *roX2* mutant is not mediated by induced targeting of the MSL complex.

Further analysis of upregulated genes in the *roX2* mutant showed that they included not only X chromosomal genes but also late-replicating autosomal genes. This, together with the absence of MSL complex-enrichment on these genes, indicates that the upregulation is a *roX2*-specific effect and at least partly separable from MSL complex-mediated gene regulation. Intriguingly, we discovered that these upregulated genes in the *roX2* mutant strain include high proportions of genes (both X-chromosomal and autosomal) with male-biased testis-specific transcription ([Fig 7](#pgen.1007842.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Whether *roX2* has a specific role in transcriptional regulation of genes involved in spermatogenesis or the observed phenomenon is an indirect consequence of *roX2* mutation is an intriguing question that warrants further investigation.

![Testis-biased genes are upregulated in the *roX2* mutant.\
Expression ratios plotted against log2-converted expression value for testis-biased genes (blue) and all other genes (orange). **(A-C)** show X chromosomal genes; **(A)** *roX1* --WT, **(B)** *roX2* --WT, **(C)** *roX1 roX2*---WT. **(D-E)** show autosomal genes; **(D)** *roX1* --WT, **(E)** *roX2* --WT, **(F)** *roX1 roX2*---WT. Testis-biased genes were determined as genes with testis enrichment scores exceeding 4 according to the FlyAtlas2 expression database.](pgen.1007842.g007){#pgen.1007842.g007}

Discussion {#sec010}
==========

The dosage compensation machinery involving *roX1* and *roX2* RNAs provides a valuable model system for studying the evolution of lncRNA-genome interactions, chromosome-specific targeting and gene redundancy. LncRNAs differ from protein coding genes and are often less conserved at the level of primary sequence, as expected due to their lack of protein-coding restrictions. Like those encoding other lncRNAs, rapid evolution, *i*.*e*., low conservation of the primary sequences of *roX* genes has complicated comparative studies \[[@pgen.1007842.ref024], [@pgen.1007842.ref060]\]. Despite their differences in length and primary sequences, *roX1* and *roX2* have also been considered functionally redundant in *Drosophila melanogaster*. However, remarkably considering their rapid evolution and apparent redundancy, orthologs for both *roX1* and *roX2* have been found in all of 26 species within the *Drosophila* genus with available whole genome assemblies \[[@pgen.1007842.ref060]\]. Models that explain evolutionarily stable redundancy have been proposed \[[@pgen.1007842.ref061]\] suggesting that the presence of both *roX1* and *roX2* in these diverged species may be attributable to differences in targets, affinities and/or efficiency or additional functions.

On polytene chromosomes, binding patterns of *roX1* and *roX2* are more or less indistinguishable, except in region 10C where *roX2* is almost exclusively present. In the *roX2* mutant, genes located in the 10C bin are on average downregulated, but similar downregulation of genes in many other bins is observed, so the effect cannot be directly attributed to loss of *roX2*. In wildtype 1^st^ instar larvae, levels of *roX1* RNA are much higher than levels of *roX2* RNA. Interestingly, in *roX1* mutant larvae the absolute amount of *roX2* RNA increases, but only to \~10% of wildtype levels of total *roX* RNA. This appears sufficient to avoid lethality, but still causes a significant decrease in X-chromosome expression. However, despite the huge difference in amounts, not only in number but even more considering the size of the two *roX* RNAs, the staining intensities of *roX* RNA on *roX1* mutant and wildtype polytene chromosomes seem to be roughly equal. On mitotic chromosomes we only observed *roX1* RNA in the MSL complexes bound to the distal X-chromosome and this binding is not redundant. This indicates that just after cell division *roX1* RNA will be the dominating variant in assembled MSL complexes. Taken together, our results suggest that *roX2* RNA has higher affinity than *roX1* RNA for inclusion in MSL complexes. Moreover, varying amounts of the two species with different affinities at given cell cycle stages may support proper transmission, spreading of assembled MSL complexes and maintenance of appropriate levels of the complexes.

It should be noted that some male *roX1 roX2* mutant escaped, so loss of *roX* is not completely male-lethal, unlike loss of *mle*, *msl1*, *msl2*, *msl3* or *mof* \[[@pgen.1007842.ref029]--[@pgen.1007842.ref031], [@pgen.1007842.ref062]\]. The complete male lethality in these mutants is attributed to reductions in dosage compensation that have been measured in several studies and observed not only in *msl* mutants but also following RNAi-mediated depletion of MSL proteins \[[@pgen.1007842.ref009], [@pgen.1007842.ref043]--[@pgen.1007842.ref045]\]. Notably, the average reduction of X-chromosome expression, relative to wildtype levels, calculated in these cases has varied from ca. 20 to 30%; substantially less than the 35% reduction we observed in the *roX1 roX2* mutant. Some of the reported differences may be due to use of different techniques and bioinformatics procedures (including use of different cut-offs for expression and developmental stages). However, the reasons why some males can survive the very dramatic imbalance observed in expression of a large portion of the genome are unclear. Furthermore, the reduction in expression of X-chromosome genes observed in the *roX1* mutant is not accompanied by any reported phenotypic changes, indicating that *D*. *melanogaster* has high intrinsic ability to cope with significant imbalances in X-chromosome expression. We speculate that in parallel with a compensation mechanism that addresses dosage imbalances the fly has evolved a high degree of tolerance to mis-expression of the X-chromosome.

The 4^th^ chromosome in *D*. *melanogaster* (the Muller F-element) is related to the X-chromosome. Evolutionary studies have shown that sex chromosomes do not always represent terminal stages in evolution---in fact, the 4^th^ chromosome was ancestrally an X-chromosome that reverted to an autosome \[[@pgen.1007842.ref041], [@pgen.1007842.ref042]\]. Moreover, the fly shows high and unusual tolerance to dosage differences \[[@pgen.1007842.ref063]\] and mis-expression \[[@pgen.1007842.ref008], [@pgen.1007842.ref064]--[@pgen.1007842.ref066]\] of the 4^th^ chromosome (although much smaller than the tolerance to those of the X-chromosome). These observations suggest that tolerance of mis-expression is a common outcome in the evolution of sex-chromosomes and this property has been retained with respect to the 4^th^ chromosome, even after its reversion to an autosome. We propose that high tolerance of mis-expression in the absence of full functional dosage compensation may be selected for during evolution of sex-chromosomes. This is because gradual degeneration of the proto-Y chromosome will be accompanied by an increasing requirement to equalize gene expression between a single X- (in males) and two X-chromosomes (in females), but changes in genomic location of highly sensitive genes will be favored during periods of incomplete (or shifting) dosage compensation. On transcript level, responses to reductions in dosages of X-chromosome genes have been found to be similar to those of autosomal genes \[[@pgen.1007842.ref067]\]. Thus, potential mechanisms for the higher tolerance are post-transcriptional compensatory mechanisms or selective alterations in gene composition (changes in genomic locations), similar to those proposed for the observed demasculinization of the *Drosophila* X-chromosome \[[@pgen.1007842.ref068]\].

Prompted by the strong relationship between orchestration of the X- and 4^th^ chromosomes by the MSL complex and POF system \[[@pgen.1007842.ref002], [@pgen.1007842.ref014], [@pgen.1007842.ref069]--[@pgen.1007842.ref071]\], respectively, we also measured effects of *roX* suppression on chromosome 4 expression in *roX* mutants. We observed weak but significant reduction of expression in the *roX2* mutant, but the cause of this reduction remains elusive. In *roX2* mutant we also observed transcriptional upregulation of X-chromosome genes classified as having low expression levels, late replication and weak MSL complex-binding. The loss of *roX2* resulting in MSL complexes only including *roX1* RNA might alter the spreading properties. We therefore hypothesized that the observed upregulation might be caused by mis-targeting of the MSL complex in the absence of *roX2*. However, our ChIP experiment revealed no enrichment of MSL complexes on these genes, and our results rather suggest that *roX2* directly or indirectly restricts expression of these male-biased genes independently of its role in the MSL complex.

It is well known that *roX* RNAs are important for spreading of the MSL complex in regions between HAS \[[@pgen.1007842.ref011], [@pgen.1007842.ref014]\]. It is therefore surprising that loss of *roX* causes a relatively even reduction in expression of X-chromosomal genes and the decrease is not more dramatic with larger distances, as would be expected for reductions in spreading capacity. Indeed, observed reductions in expression were smaller for genes located far from HAS than for closer genes. A possible explanation is that expression of these genes is compensated by an MSL-independent mechanism. It has been previously shown that most genes on the X-chromosome are dosage-compensated \[[@pgen.1007842.ref009], [@pgen.1007842.ref072], [@pgen.1007842.ref073]\], but a subset are not bound by the MSL complex and do not respond to its depletion \[[@pgen.1007842.ref074]\]. Our results corroborate these findings since loss of *roX* RNA in the *roX1 roX2* mutant had little effect on the expression of genes classified as having weak MSL complex binding, clearly indicating that at least one other mechanism is involved. The results further show that high-affinity sites, as defined by MSL-targets in the absence of *roX1* and *roX2*, are highly correlated to genes with the highest MSL binding levels. Therefore, sites targeted in the absence of *roX* provide a more stringent definition of HAS, with stronger correlation to genes bound by high levels of MSL complex, than targets in the absence of *mle*, *mof* or *msl3*.

The increase in expression mediated by the MSL complex is considered a feed-forward mode of regulation, and appears to be more or less equal (ca. 35%) for all MSL-bound genes \[[@pgen.1007842.ref009]\]. Evidently, highly expressed genes need a stronger increase in transcription than weakly-expressed genes. Our results suggest that dosage compensation is a stochastic process that depends on HAS distribution and is correlated with expression levels. Evolutionary analysis has shown that newly formed X-chromosomes acquire HAS, putatively via rewiring of the MSL complex by transposable elements and fine-tuning of its regulatory potential \[[@pgen.1007842.ref075], [@pgen.1007842.ref076]\]. Such a dynamic process may be required for constant adaptation of the system. Highly expressed genes tend to accumulate HAS in their introns and 3´UTRs, and thus bind relatively high amounts of MSL complex, thereby stimulating the required increase in expression. This also implies that the gene organization on X-chromosomes is under more constraints than autosomes.

This study presents, to our knowledge, the first high-throughput sequencing data and analysis of transcriptomes of *roX1*, *roX2* and *roX1 roX2* mutant flies. The results reveal that *roX1* and *roX2* fulfill separable functions in dosage compensation in *D*. *melanogaster*. The two RNA species differ in both transcription level and cell-cycle regulation.

In third instar larvae, *roX1* is the more abundant variant and the variant that is included in MSL complexes transmitted physically associated with the X-chromosome in mitosis. Loss of *roX1*, but not loss of *roX2*, results in decreased expression of genes on the X-chromosome, albeit without apparent phenotypic consequences. Loss of both *roX* species leads to a dramatic reduction of X-chromosome expression, but not complete male lethality. Taken together, these findings suggest that high tolerance for mis-expression of X-chromosome genes has evolved. We speculate that it evolved in parallel with dosage compensation mechanisms and that it may be a common property of current and ancient sex-chromosomes.

The *roX* RNAs are important for spreading of the MSL-complex from HAS, but the reduction of X-chromosome expression in *roX1 roX2* mutant is not affected by the need for spreading, *i*.*e*., distance from HAS. In addition, the genes targeted by the MSL complex in the *roX1 roX2* mutant also show strongly reduced expression. Our results suggest that the function of the MSL complex which is still present at HAS is compromised in the *roX1 roX2* mutant and that the dosage of distant genes is compensated by an alternative, unknown, mechanism. We propose that dosage compensation is a stochastic process that depends on HAS distribution. Creation and fine-tuning of binding sites is a dynamic process that is required for constant adaptation of the system. Highly expressed genes will accumulate and be selected for strong HAS (and thus bind more MSL complex) since they require high levels of bound MSL complex for the required increases in expression.

Material and methods {#sec011}
====================

Fly strains and *roX2* mutant generation {#sec012}
----------------------------------------

Flies were cultivated and crossed at 25°C in vials containing potato mash-yeast-agar. The *roX1*^*ex6*^ strain \[[@pgen.1007842.ref077]\] was obtained from Victoria Meller (Wayne State University, Detroit). The new *roX2* mutant alleles were generated by CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing using a previously outlined strategy \[[@pgen.1007842.ref078]\]. Briefly, we constructed a transgenic fly strain expressing two gRNAs in the germline, which are designed to induce double-strand breaks 7 bp upstream of the *roX2* transcription start site and 63 bp upstream of the annotated transcription termination. Males with the transgenic gRNA construct were crossed with *y*^*2*^ *cho*^*2*^ *v*^*1*^*; attP40{nos-Cas9}/CyO* females. The male progeny of this and subsequent two crosses were crossed individually to *C(1)DX*, *y*^*1*^ *w*^*1*^ *f*^*1*^ females. Strains with deletions spanning *roX2* were identified by PCR-based screening followed by sequencing, using primers and gRNA oligos listed in [S1 Table](#pgen.1007842.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Males carrying a *roX2*^*9-4*^ deletion with the final genotype *y*^*1*^ *cho*^*2*^ *v*^*1*^ *roX2*^*9-4*^ were crossed with *y*^*1*^ *w*^*1118*^ *roX1*^*ex6*^ females to obtain recombinant *roX* double mutant X-chromosome *y*^*1*^ *w*^*1118*^ *roX1*^*ex6*^ *v*^*1*^ *roX2*^*9-4*^. This means that the crossover occurred between *cho* and *v* genes.

RNA *in situ* hybridization {#sec013}
---------------------------

Previously described procedures were used in RNA-fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) analyses, and preparation of both salivary gland squashes \[[@pgen.1007842.ref079]\] and larval brain squashes \[[@pgen.1007842.ref080]\], following protocol 1.9, method 3, for the latter. Schneider's line 2 cells were treated prior to hybridization as also previously described \[[@pgen.1007842.ref037]\]. For embryo staining, *y*^*1*^ *w*^*1118*^ embryos were collected on apple juice-agar plates for 1 hour and incubated for 5--6 hours at 25°C. Squashes were prepared as follows: each embryo to be stained was manually dechorionated and transferred onto a cover slip. The vitelline membrane was pricked with a fine needle and a drop of 2% formaldehyde, 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1× PBS was added immediately. After 2 minutes, the solution was removed with a pipette and a drop of 50% acetic acid, 1% formaldehyde solution was added. After another 2 minutes incubation, a polylysine slide was placed over the cover slip. To spread the cells, the cover slip was gently pressed and then flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. After removal of the coverslip the slide was immersed in 99% ethanol and stored at -20°C prior to hybridization. Antisense RNA probes for *roX1* (*GH10432*) and *roX2* (*GH18991*) were synthesized using SP6 RNA Polymerase (Roche) and DIG or Biotin RNA Labelling Mix (Roche), respectively. Primary antibodies were sheep anti-digoxigenin (0.4 mg/mL; Roche) and mouse anti-biotin (1:500, Jackson ImmunoResearch). The secondary antibodies were donkey anti-mouse labelled with Alexa-Fluor488 and donkey anti-sheep labelled with Alexa555 (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Preparation of RNA library, sequencing and data treatment {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------------------

To obtain 1^st^ instar male larvae we collected 80--100 virgin females of the following genotypes: *y*^*1*^ *w*^*1118*^ (used as *wild type*), *y*^*1*^ *w*^*1118*^ *roX1*^*ex6*^ (*roX1* mutant), *y*^*1*^ *cho*^*2*^ *v*^*1*^ *roX2*^*9-*4^ (*roX2* mutant), and *y*^*1*^ *w*^*1118*^ *roX1*^*ex6*^ *v*^*1*^ *roX2*^*9-4*^*/FM7i*, *P\[w*^*+mC*^ *ActGFP\]JMR3* (*roX1 roX2* mutant). The females were crossed with 50--80 *FM7i*, *P\[w*^*+mC*^ *ActGFP\]JMR3/Y* males. Non-GFP 1^st^ instar larvae were collected, 20 per sample. The collected larvae were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. Total RNA was extracted with 1 mL of Tri Reagent (Ambion) per sample, and libraries were prepared with a TruSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit v2 (Illumina) according to the manufacturer's instructions. In total, three wildtype, *roX2* mutant and *roX1 roX2* mutant biological replicates were prepared and four *roX1* mutant replicates. The samples were sequenced using a HiSeq2500 instrument at SciLife lab (Uppsala) and 125 bp long paired-end reads were obtained, and mapped to *Drosophila melanogaster* genome version 6.09 using STAR v2.5.1b with default settings. Read counts were obtained with HTseq version 0.6.1 using htseq count with default settings. The samples used for the analysis had 29.3--56.2 M reads with STAR mapping quality values of 22.9--52.1 and mean mapping coverage of 201--497. After removing genes with low read counts, means of the total expression of the four major autosome arms were centered to zero. Genes were annotated using the dmelanogaster_gene ensembl dataset from BioMart, *Dm* release 6.17.

Differential expression analysis {#sec015}
--------------------------------

Fold-differences in expression of genes among the investigated genotypes were calculated using the DESeq2 software package. Genes for which less than 20 reads were obtained from as a sum of all samples were excluded from the analysis. Of the 1000 most variable genes, 856 genes with an adjusted p-value for at least 2-fold differential expression between the wildtype and each of the three *roX* mutants exceeding 0.01 were also excluded from the analysis. In addition, the *white* gene and its upstream neighbors (*CG3588*, *CG14416*, *CG14417*, *CG14418* and *CG14419*) were excluded from the analysis due to strain background dissimilarities among strains in this genomic region. In total, 2356, 2659, 2571, 3164, 105, 10750 and 2042 genes on chromosomes 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R, 4, all autosomes except chromosome 4, and X, respectively, were included. For each of these genes, the average differential expression between replicates was log2-transformed and mean-centred, by subtracting the mean log2 fold change in expression of genes on the major autosomes (2L, 2R, 3L, 3R) from the value for each individual gene ([S2 Table](#pgen.1007842.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the observed differences are relative and based on the assumption that overall expression of the four major autosomal arms is constant under all relevant conditions.

Distance to High Affinity Sites (HAS) and Pioneer on the X sites (PionX) {#sec016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The coordinates of PionX sites used in the analysis have been previously published \[[@pgen.1007842.ref081]\], and the HAS coordinates on the X-chromosome were extracted from available data \[[@pgen.1007842.ref045], [@pgen.1007842.ref051]\], compiled and kindly provided by Philip and Stenberg \[[@pgen.1007842.ref074]\]. The HAS coordinates were converted from release 5 to release 6 of the *Drosophila* genome using the flybase.org online conversion tool. The distances to the closest PionX and HAS sites were calculated for each gene on the X-chromosome, then genes were ranked in order of increasing distances to these sites and split into 10 bins with equal numbers of genes ([S2 Table](#pgen.1007842.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

MSL1, MSL3 or MOF binding bins {#sec017}
------------------------------

Binding values of MSL1, MSL3 and MOF in S2 cells were calculated and kindly provided by Philip and Stenberg \[[@pgen.1007842.ref074]\] using the E-MEXP-1508 chromatin immunoprecipitation dataset \[[@pgen.1007842.ref046]\] ([S2 Table](#pgen.1007842.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only X chromosomal genes with binding values for all three proteins were included in the analysis (1640 genes). Genes were ranked by increasing binding value and split into five equal bins. Genes located within MSL1 binding sites in the *roX1 roX2* mutant were determined using previously obtained ChIP data \[[@pgen.1007842.ref014]\]. The percentage overlap between genes and the previously defined top 1.5% of peaks was calculated using the annotate function of BEDTools. A gene was considered to be within a MSL1 binding peak if any of its transcripts had at least 1% overlap.

Classification of genes into early or late replicating {#sec018}
------------------------------------------------------

Bed files with data on early and late replicating domains in S2, Kc167 and DmBG3 cell lines were kindly provided by David MacAlpine \[[@pgen.1007842.ref058]\]. The coordinates were converted from *Drosophila* genome release 5 to release 6 using flybase.org's online coordinate converter. The annotate tool from BEDTools \[[@pgen.1007842.ref082]\] was used to calculate the overlap between genes and replication domains. Genes were classified as early or late replicating in a given cell line if the entire transcript was within an early or late replicating domain.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation and quantitative polymerase chain reaction analyses {#sec019}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two replicates of formaldehyde cross-linked chromatin from third instar larvae of each strain were prepared according to a previously published protocol \[[@pgen.1007842.ref083]\], then subjected to immunoprecipitation analysis with polyclonal rabbit anti-MSL1 antibodies, rabbit anti-H4K16ac antibodies (Millipore) or rabbit serum (mock negative control). Quantitative PCR was performed using SybrFast qPCR Master Mix (Kapa Biosystems), PCR primers listed in [S1 Table](#pgen.1007842.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and a CFX Connect Real Time System (Bio-Rad laboratories).

Defining testis-biased upregulated genes {#sec020}
----------------------------------------

Since the distribution of expression ratios varied between mutants we defined upregulated genes as those with a log2 fold change above the third quartile of the autosomal set (combined set of autosomes excluding chromosome 4). This resulted in thresholds for transcription up-regulation of 0.2, 0.068 and 0.307 for *roX1*, *roX2* and *roX1 rox2* mutant, respectively. The expression in testis data were extracted from the FlyAtlas2 database \[[@pgen.1007842.ref084]\] ([S2 Table](#pgen.1007842.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Gene with testis-enrichment values above 4 were classified as testis-biased.

Bioinformatics and visualization {#sec021}
--------------------------------

All calculations were performed using R \[[@pgen.1007842.ref085]\] and plots were generated using the ggplot2 R package \[[@pgen.1007842.ref086]\].

Supporting information {#sec022}
======================

###### PCR primers used in the study.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Normalized RNA-seq dataset.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Pair-wise Pearson correlation coefficients between all RNA-seq samples.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### RNA *in situ* hybridization and immunostaining of male larval neuroblasts.

**(A)** *roX1* RNA (yellow) and MLE protein (green) colocolize in mitotic and interphase nuclei. Arrows indicate the distal region of the X chromosome bound by both *roX1* and MLE. Examples of colocalization in X-territory of interphase nuclei are indicated by arrowheads. Five preparations were examined in total. **(B)** The binding of *roX1* RNA to the metaphase X chromosome is not redundant. In *roX1* mutant larval neuroblasts, the *roX2* RNA is observed in the X-territory of interphase nuclei (arrowheads), but not on the metaphase X chromosome. Ten preparations were examined in total.

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Breakpoint sequences of the CRISPR-Cas9 generated new *roX2* mutants alleles.

Sequences on the left and right sides of the deletions are highlighted in yellow and blue, respectively. Deletion sizes are shown in brackets.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Density plots of the average expression ratios for each chromosome arm.

The average plot for 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R is denoted A. The vertical bar indicates 0.

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Scatterplot of expression ratios versus distance to **(A)** high-affinity sites and **(B)** PionX sites. Each dot represents a single gene on the X-chromosome. Lowess fitting curve is shown by dashed line.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Average expression ratios of X chromosomal genes grouped in equal sized bins based on their binding strength (1 lowest to 5 highest).

**(A-C)** show ratios based on MSL3-binding strength, **(D-F)** show ratios based on MOF-binding strength; **(A, D)** *roX1* --WT, **(B, E)** *roX2* --WT, **(C, F)** *roX1 roX2*---WT. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Differential effect of *roX* mutations on early and late replicating genes.

Average expression ratios of X chromosomal (X) and autosomal (A) genes grouped by their replication time in **(A-C)** Kc167 cultured cells and **(D-F)** DmBG3 cultured cells. The expression ratios are calculated from the RNA-seq analysis on first instar larvae. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Upregulation of genes in the *roX2* mutant is not due to MSL complex re-distribution.

ChIP-qPCR analysis of *roX2* mutant and wildtype 3^rd^ instar larvae, using antibody against **(A)** MSL1, **(B)** H4K16ac and **(C)** rabbit serum. Note the weak MSL1 and H4K16 signals from the weakly-expressed genes (*jb*, *whe*, *CG12679*, *CR32652*, *CG15306*, *TrxT*, *CG2574*, *CG11106*) in both fly strains in contrast to the strong signals from known MSL complex targets (*Gbeta13F*, *l(1)G0004*, *UbcE2H* and *roX1*). Genes *RpS3* and *Rpl32* are included as autosomal controls.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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